Planning and use of oncoplastic surgery for breast cancer
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Today, breast conserving surgery among women with different stages of breast cancer is increasing. In addition, these operations do not differ in oncological radicality and do not show differences in relation to survival compared to mastectomy, but their cosmetic and psychological benefits are significant. In search of a balance between the risk of local recurrence and cosmetic results in surgical interventions in breast cancer, new surgical variants were introduced – a combination of breast conserving surgery with plastic surgery, so-called oncoplastic surgery.

Oncoplastic surgery has been widely developed in the surgical treatment of breast cancer in the last decade. In oncoplastic breast surgery, the tumors of the upper-inner quadrant of the breast are problematic and require more attention of the surgeon. In these cases the size and location of the tumor are two important factors for the post-operative cosmetic outcome.

In this article we introduce a modified dermoglandular rotation flap technique, which can be applied for relatively large tumors of inner quadrant of the breast without surgery of the contralateral breast for symmetrical effect. With this technique, a larger breast tumor could be removed without compromising the breast appearance.

An important aspect of breast conserving surgery is preoperative evaluation of the clinical and biological features of the tumor as well as the morphological aspects of tumor allow the surgeon to make a decision if a conservative is possible and select the most effective oncoplastic surgical technique. Oncoplastic techniques may improve cosmetic view and patient satisfaction without compromising the oncological outcomes, which is confirms the clinical utility of this approach to the surgical management of patients with breast cancer.

The article also presents clinical cases – 46 years old patient with left breast cancer (stage I cT1N0M0 pT1N0M0) and a patient of 42 years old with right breast cancer (stage I cT1NXM0 pT1N0M0) in the treatment of which the described technique was applied.
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The priority area of the surgical treatment of breast cancer (BC) today is breast-conserving surgery (BCS), which is no less effective than mastectomies. Overall survival and disease-free survival after a previous BCS are equivalent to mastectomy, but BCS is associated with a higher quality of life for patients, improves psychosocial adaptation after treatment, and satisfaction with relationships or sexual life [1–4, 5].

The history of breast cancer surgery began with mutilating operations, which caused not only physical disorders in patients, but also mental disorders. This led to the impossibility of rehabilitation and social adaptation of such patients [6]. With the development of medicine, the operations caused less traumatizing consequences, but the problem remains relevant today. This is due to the fact that in some cases, in the presence of large size tumor and/or a small volume of the breast, BCS may be contraindicated due to the expected unsatisfactory aesthetic outcomes as a result of deformation. Oncoplastic surgery is especially important for young patients, in which case mastectomy causes an insurmountable psychological barrier and may cause refusal of treatment. Today, there are many options for oncoplastic resections. In modern practice, the term oncoplastic radical resection (OPS – BCS – oncoplastic surgery – breast conserving surgery) is used. For the first time the term «oncoplastic surgery» was proposed by Bostwick III in 1986 [7–9].

This area of surgery has been developed to expand the capabilities of BCS, reduce the number of reoperations and mastectomies, prevent postoperative breast deformities. The selection of wrong BCS technique often causes postoperative deformation of breast. The problem of choosing an appropriate technique for oncoplastic resection leads to mastectomy being more frequently recommended by a doctor. Studies N. Kaur, et al (60 patients) and K.B. Clough, et al. (101 patients) showed that in 5–18% of cases when standard BCS technique was used, the resection margins were positive, which led to an increase in the number of reoperations [10, 11].

The concept of oncoplastic surgery is based on the use of the principles of plastic surgery in the process of reconstructive surgery immediately after wide resection of the breast tumor with adequate margins. The aim of such operations is complete tumor resection and preservation of the natural shape of the breast [12]. Radiation therapy will always be prescribed after oncoplastic resections as well as after standard BCS in patients with invasive breast cancer, regardless of other factors (degree of tumor differentiation, tumor size, lymph node status, etc.), as ([13].

Case Report

Clinical case No.1:

Patient N., 46 years old, the diagnosis: Left breast cancer Stage I cT1N0M0 pT1N0M0.

The patient was treated at the surgical department of the Kyiv Municipal Clinical Cancer Center. Primary data: there is a tumor in the upper-inner quadrant of the left breast up to 2 cm in diameter, it is palpable as firm, moderately mobile, bosselated. Skin symptoms are negative. There are no nodular changes in the right breast. The nipple and areola are without changes. Axillary lymph nodes are elastic and mobile. Other groups of regional lymph nodes are not palpable. The menstrual cycle is saved. Mammography: a tumor in the upper-inner quadrant, 19x12mm in diameter.

Ultrasound: unchanged structure and size of axillary lymph nodes.

It is decided to perform oncoplastic operation to the patient. The preoperative marking was made, see Figures 1 and 2. On January 17, 2018, was performed an operation – oncoplastic resection by the type of reduction mammoplasty on the upper-limb with a V-shaped scar.

Result of pathomorphological study: Invasive ductal carcinoma of the breast, moderately differentiated (G 2), non special type (NST). In the lymph nodes – sinus histiocytosis, lipomatosis.

The tactics of further treatment was discussed at a council with the surgeons, chemotherapists, radiologists...
Clinical case No. 2:

Patient A., 42 years old, diagnosis—Right breast cancer Stage I cT1NxM0 pT1N0M0.

The patient was treated in the surgical department of the Kyiv Municipal Clinical Cancer Center. Primary data: there is a tumor in the upper-inner quadrant of the right breast up to 1.5 cm in diameter, is palpable as firm, moderately mobile, bosselated. Skin symptoms are negative. There are no nodular changes in the left breast. The nipple and areola are without changes. The right axillary lymph nodes are tightly elastic, up to 1.5 cm in diameter, mobile; the left axillary lymph nodes are elastic and mobile. Other groups of regional lymph nodes are not palpable. The menstrual cycle is saved.

Mammography: a tumor in the upper-inner quadrant, 15×10 mm in diameter.

Ultrasound: unchanged structure of axillary lymph nodes. Single axillary lymph node 14×8 mm in diameter, suspicious for metastasis.

It is decided to perform oncoplastic operation to the patient. The preoperative marking was made (Fig. 5 and 6). On January 17, 2018, an operation was performed—oncoplastic resection by the type of reduction mammoplasty on the upper—limb with a V-shaped scar.

The result of pathomorphological study: Invasive micropapillary breast carcinoma, moderately differentiated (G 2). In the lymph nodes there is sinus histiocytosis, focal fibrosis.

The tactics of further treatment was discussed at a council with the surgeons, chemotherapists, radiologists and diagnosticians. The adjuvant chemotherapy followed by a postoperative course of radiation therapy and further hormone therapy was recommended to the patient.
Fig. 7 and 8 show a patient 3 months after right breast oncoplastic operation. Visually, the breasts differ little in shape; the subsequent symmetrizing operation of the left breast was not required.

Discussion

Oncoplastic resections techniques are more complex than standard BCS techniques and require some skill of the surgeon [14, 15]. Additionally, oncoplastic resections are longer in comparison with the majority of operations of breast cancer, but less traumatic and shorter in duration in comparison to “flap” reconstructions.

Risk factors include smoking, high body mass index, diabetes or metabolic syndrome, etc. All these factors must be considered when surgeon chooses the surgery tactic, since these risks are common to all operations, but more significant in oncoplastic resections and reconstructive operations [16, 17].

Despite the existence of various techniques of oncoplastic operations [18, 19], at present the algorithm of choosing oncoplastic resections in cases with problematic localizations (upper quadrants of the breast) is not standardized. The basic criteria for choosing a resection technique are the location and size of the tumor, the estimated volume of resected glandular tissue and the complexity of the operation [16, 20]. The available techniques for cases with such localization of tumor are described in Table.

Operations on breast with tumor in the upper-inner quadrant are a complex problem due to the small volume of the tissue, proximity d˃collet˃. A simple rotation of the gland tissues in order to fill the tissue defect that arose after resection of the sector with a tumor in the upper-inner quadrant of the breast leads to the rotation of the nipple-areola complex medially and upwards, which causes a serious cosmetic defect [21–23]. The interest in solving this problem prompted us to review the techniques of oncoplastic resections for tumors of the upper-inner quadrant of the breast.

Operation options

One possible option for oncoplastic resection in cases with localization of tumor in upper-inner quadrant of the breast is dermoglandular triangular rotation flap (24–26).

Indications:
- BC DCIS, T1-2N0-1M0 or yT3N0-1M0;
- Monocentric tumor;
- Slow or moderate tumor growth rate;
- Negative resection margins;
- The ratio of the size of the tumor to the size of the breast, which allow radical resection of the tumor.

Contraindications:
- BC LCIS, T3-4N2-3M0-1;
- Multicentric tumor;
- Positive tumor margins;
- Inability to conduct a postoperative course of radiation therapy;
- Tumor progression after neoadjuvant chemotherapy.

A relative contraindication can be the presence of mutations in the BRCA 1 and BRCA 2 genes.

Preoperative preparation

Mammography and ultrasound examination of the breast and regional lymphatic nodes are routinely performed, if necessary, MRI of the breast can be performed. The planning of the operation is carried out step by step; before the operation the surgeon makes markup of the incision lines, which allows to correctly plan the operation and visually demonstrate the future scar lines to the patient. In addition, the scars on the skin of the breast will influence the choice of incisions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breast quadrant</th>
<th>Resection technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top-inner</td>
<td>Round block, S-technique, lower-limb, upper / lower-limbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The border of the upper</td>
<td>Round block, S-technique, lower-limb, Batwing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-outer</td>
<td>Round block, S-technique, lower-limb, thoracodorsal flap.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Technique**

Intraoperative incision is made at the boundary of internal quadrants of the breast, then tumor sector is removed subcutaneously. After examining the margins of the resection and getting the negative margins the surgeon makes an additional incision in the inferior-inner quadrant. The pyramidal area which is formed in the lower-inner quadrant of the breast (shown in brown on Figure 1) is de-epithelized to replace the formed defect later. Then the incision is extended along the submammary fold in the direction of the axillary region. The defect is closed by rotation of the dermatoglandular flap from the inferior-inner quadrant of the breast. Then, lymphadenectomy is performed from a separate skin incision in the axillary region.

**CONCLUSIONS**

According to the modern principles of breast surgery, plastic surgery techniques complement primary oncological operations. All of this is aimed at improving the aesthetic results and psychosocial rehabilitation of patients. The advantage of this technique is the relative ease of implementation, maintaining a good blood supply in the flap, which minimizes trophic complications in the postoperative period. Moreover, symmetrizing surgery of the contralateral breast is rarely needed after this oncoplastic operations. The disadvantage of this technique is the length of the postoperative scar, which in some cases can reach to the decolleté.
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